
n 1983, Canadian sailor Yves Gelinas 
won the Palme d’Or at the La Rochelle 
International Film festival for his 

movie With Jean du Sud Around the World 
about his attempt to sail solo non-stop 
round the great capes. It’s considered one of 
the greatest sailing films ever made. 

Gelinas shot his movie on 16mm film. 
Nowadays everything is digital, so, inspired 
by Gelinas, I got hold of a GoPro Hero2 when 
we sailed from Scotland to Sweden last 
summer. Useful or a toy? I wondered.

On the useful side of things, I checked 
the centreboard and propeller from deck by 
mounting the GoPro onto a boathook. It also 
worked well to inspect the masthead at sea. 
As I climbed with the camera strapped to my 
head, the GoPro took stills at set intervals, 
which I could study later or keep for the files.

Where the GoPro failed was in dark 
spaces. I’d envisaged using the camera to 
peek into inaccessible parts of the bilge or 
our cramped engine compartment, but the 
camera’s small lens couldn’t cope with low 

light. In addition, the super wide-angle lens 
makes objects appear fairly distant; enough 
to notice a wrapped line or fouled propeller 
underwater, but you won’t get much detail.

To me, the camera turned out to be more 
an artistic tool than a practical one. It’s got 
HD video, automatic shooting, single-shot 
stills and settings for customisation. And a 
robust waterproof housing makes it ideal for 
use offshore or during lousy weather.

Unique perspectives and interesting 
shooting modes make the camera fantastic 

for documenting candid moments on board. 
I’d often strap the GoPro to my head or 
mount it somewhere on deck – it comes  
with a plethora of mounts – set it up for 
automatic shooting and go about my 
business, taking in reefs, climbing the rig  
or baking a pizza. 

Nearly fisheye, the wide-angle lens is 
great for capturing interesting shots of the 
boat while you remain on board. Or it’s easy 
to attach the camera to a boat hook or the 
boom for some neat perspectives; I got 
some amazing video of dolphins swimming 
underwater off our bow in the North Sea.

However, the coolest shots you can get 
with a GoPro are the aerials. In an iconic 
scene, Gelinas attaches his 16mm camera 
to a kite and captures Jean du Sud from the 
air off Australia. Ben and Teresa Carey used 
the same technique with a GoPro for aerial 
footage of their Bristol Channel cutter 
Elizabeth in the ice off Labrador, northern 
Canada. Indeed, their feature film, One 
Simple Question (simplequestionmovie.
com) which was due for release this spring, 
was largely filmed with a GoPro. 

“The biggest challenge was filming the 
stormy parts of the voyage,” Ben told me. 
“New GoPros have remote controls, so it’s 
much easier to set it up and have it ready to 
shoot. We always needed a cameraman, 
who wasn’t exactly thrilled to be shooting in 
40 knots of wind and rain.”

He added: “The remote control can now 
be used to set up the camera as a lookout. 
So, it can be mounted aloft and remotely 
controlled, and the video feed picked up 
wirelessly by your smartphone from deck.”

See page 74 for details of GoPro Hero3.

GOPRO ON BOARD

A leading role in your  
own action adventure
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Is a mini-video camera designed for sports footage useful on passage  
or just a toy? Andy Schell finds out on a North Sea passage to Sweden

Used as a headcam, the camera can be a 

useful tool for inspecting the rig (left), or 

attached to a boathook for viewing the prop

The wide-angle lens 

of a GoPro means 

it’s a fantastic toy to 

mount and set up to 

shoot candid shots 

of life on board – 

helming, trimming 

or reefing – 

automatically
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  I’d often 
strap the 
GoPro to  
my head or 
mount it on 
deck and set  
it up to shoot 
automatically
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